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By Michal Ron, IWG secretary general, managing director, head of
international business SACE

Collaborative and productive discussions in May in The Hague have
helped light the way for news global rules for export credit.

Global trade is increasingly threatened by
protectionist tendencies focused on limiting
economic cooperation in favor of defending
national interests. Political turbulences and
diplomatic confrontations amongst states
affect international stability. After years
of expansion of trade exchange and cross
border investments, the risk of a return
to market fragmentation is currently a
feasible scenario. However, in this general
context, the discussions held in The Hague
(Netherlands) in May at the 16th Meeting of
the International Working Group on Export
Credits (“IWG”) were both collaborative
and productive. Out of the reach of media
lights, delegates and experts from the
largest economies in the world had technical
confrontations and in-depth debates in order
to try and define the new global rules for
Export Credit.
The IWG is at present one of the few
institutional forums where both advanced
and emerging economies are represented,
reciprocally engaging in a constructive
dialogue. The IWG is revealing itself as a
unique opportunity to enhance the dialogue
and the cooperation amongst different
countries. SACE, part of the EU delegation,
is an active participant since 2012, when
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IWG: Time to lay the
foundation stones

President Obama and
President Xi proposed
to implement this
initiative. Moreover,
SACE is honoured to
further contribute to
this historical process
with a dedicated
team in support of
the activities of the
Michal Ron
Secretary General.
Much has occurred in the global economy
since the first OECD Arrangement on
Officially Supported Export Credits was
drafted in the Seventies. With a wider,
interlinked world came bigger challenges:
more exporting countries, advanced
products, new industries, diversified and
more demanding customers. The time has
come for the Export Credit universe to adapt
to this changing environment.
The Participants in the IWG process are
naturally motivated by different commercial
interests and their respective needs may
diverge substantially. However, the general
approach and the guiding principles are
largely shared, and they constitute the
philosophical basis for the future Guidelines.
In particular, discussions have been

Much has occurred in the global economy since the
first OECD Arrangement on Officially Supported
Export Credits was drafted in the Seventies. With
a wider, interlinked world came bigger challenges:
more exporting countries, advanced products, new
industries, diversified and more demanding customers.
The time has come for the Export Credit universe to
adapt to this changing environment.
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conducted along the following pillars:
1.	Preservation of the level playing
field: the success of the exporting
companies should be determined by the
competitiveness of their offer and not by
the financial conditions provided by the
supporting institutions;
2.	Avoidance of a crowding out effect:
official support should not interfere with
the functioning of the markets ousting
private players from the export credit
business;
3.	Identification of the minimum common
denominators: the new set of rules should
arise from converging positions in order
to determine the underlying requirements
of Export Credit transactions, without
jeopardizing practices of any one
member country.
The IWG Participants generally agree with
these underlying principles for the purpose
of elaborating proposals and progressing the
negotiations. Although the themes under
discussion are complex, and positions often
heterogeneous, we are on the right path.
Exchange of opinions has been profound
and intensive, and the inter-sessional work
(i.e. between Plenaries) has been productive.
Members actively participate by sharing
their internal practices and providing their
comments on specific issues raised by the
Secretary General. Areas of convergence and
divergence have been mapped out, with the
different positions identified.
The work during the past few months
focused on seven Working Groups related to
different themes, as well as work on a Sector
Understanding (i.e. Shipping).
The IWG is currently outlining areas of
operation and forms of support as well
as common definitions in order to arrive
at a shared platform and understanding
on major themes. Notwithstanding the
strong commitment of the Participants

demonstrated thus far, one should also
recognize that the endeavor is challenging
and reaching an agreement in the short term,
covering all related aspects will be extremely
difficult.
The negotiations between OECD
members and non-members countries are
rendered more complex by the fact that
countries implement different practices and
at times different definitions and/or criteria in
their business activity. In more general terms,
OECD countries share the same rules which
have been negotiated at length and adjusted
throughout the years. For this reason they
are reluctant to abandon the framework
of the Arrangement that has worked well
in the past. Contemporaneously, emerging
economies are approaching the IWG exercise
with a much wider perspective: they are
involved in the discussions on the new rules
in their twofold capacity as both suppliers
and recipients of capital goods, which may
require additional flexibility.
A major effort is required by all
Participants in order to establish a new set
of rules. It is a complex goal, yet not an
impossible mission, and initial results are
positive. In those working groups where
discussions are more advanced, specific
terms are already debated.
The IWG Participants and the Secretary
General remain fully committed and focused.
While we work towards a progressive erosion
of the prerogatives of certain institutions, we
remain confident that this group of countries
representing the most significant world
economies, may elaborate fair, shared and
lasting rules that may regulate the services
offered by both ECAs and EXIMBANKs
worldwide on an ever-expanding set of
businesses. Upgrading Export Finance tools
to a wider and interconnected world has thus
become a major priority. n

The negotiations between OECD members and nonmembers countries are rendered more complex by the
fact that countries implement different practices and
at times different definitions and/or criteria in their
business activity.
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By Jean Francois Lambert, founding partner at Lambert Commodities

A complex interplay of trade disputes, sanctions, and tariffs may signal
that globalization has turned a corner and we face a more uncertain
and harsher world. Jean Francois Lambert explores the shaping of a
possible new normal.
2018 may be remembered as the year
when trade went to war. Sanctions, tariffs,
withdrawals from the nuclear agreement
with Iran and the Trans Pacific Partnership,
threats to NAFTA, criticism of the WTO… Is
this merely a temporary episode caused by a
change of administration in the leading world
economy, or a harbinger of a new economic
(dis)order?
Hopes are for the former, but analysis
unfortunately inclines to a more pessimistic
stance: we may have turned the page of
a prosperous globalisation to enter into a
much more uncertain and harsher world.

A tougher world
History has consistently showed us that
economic crises take a long time to be
overcome. Whilst economies might rebound
in a few years only, the negative psychology
of societies at large, which suffered during
crisis lingers and growing frustration could
eventually translate into votes of discontent,
and the election of populist leaders, ably
surfing of the wave of anger. This was true in
the 1930’s, and it plunged the world into the
darkest possible times.
The good news is that the world has
considerably improved during the second
part of the 20th century. A new, peaceful,
order was built, and thanks to technology,
communication and transportation, a truly
globalized economic world materialized.
New urbanised and educated middle classes
emerged from Asia to Latin America,
from Eastern Europe to the Middle East.
Undeniably, the world has grown wealthier
and more prosperous during that period.
However, in the developed economies,
the catch up of emerging markets and
chiefly China has not always been seen as
having such pervasively positive effect: the
perception is that income inequality rose, and
that in many instances, globalisation opened
the door to a new, tougher competition,
leading the Western democracies into a
painful deindustrialisation process, rising

unemployment,
unsolicited
immigration and
stagnation of the
middle classes’
income.
The 2008 crisis
exacerbated such
critics and here we
are today: Brexit;
Jean Francois Lambert
political crisis in Italy;
a stalled Europe with the French-German
engine sputtering; anger in Hungary, Poland,
Catalunya; and the election of a new POTUS,
whose agenda is to make America great
again, even if at the expense of its hitherto
allies, shaking the post war world order.
We have entered into a tougher world and
this is should not come as a surprise.
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Trade at war

De-globalisation? How?
If globalisation is increasingly seen as a
threat rather than a blessing, at least in the
Western democracies, does it mean this is
the end of it? Is our economic ecosystem
bound to shrink back to our old nations
frontiers? The prospect might tempt several
populist regimes, but how is this even
possible?
We live through a web of global supply
chains, where a product is designed in one
country, assembled in three others, with
parts coming from ten different places,
themselves made of components designed
in two or three countries, and made out of
raw materials and assembled in another ten…
some being already involved in the process
at an earlier stage!
The times when one could view trade
as ‘imports and exports’ are over: trade is
global and the right question to ask, albeit a
much more difficult one to answer is: where
is the added value? Are trade deficits such
a concern when the purpose is to make use
of cheaper production centres worldwide,
to make a product that was designed in
California and sold all over the places with a
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significant profit margin by a top American
company?
The dislocation of global supply chains
through tariffs defeats its own purpose.
It is bound to have several unintended
consequences such as the likely rise of the
final prices to the consumer, and sooner or
later, will trigger a tit-for-tat domino effect
which could in no time transform economic
bickering into geopolitical tensions.
And when this happens, the weapon of
choice is the one everybody forgets, but is
yet at the origin of 100 percent of the world’s
merchandise trade: commodities and raw
materials.

Commodities, a weapon of choice
A quick look back will tell us how time and
again, commodities have been at the crux of
geopolitical tensions1:
l In the 30’s, when the US, worried about
Germany’s growing military supremacy,
embargoed Helium exports of which it was
the sole producer.
l In 1973, when OPEC prohibited exports of
crude oil to Israel and its allies in the wake
of the Yom Kippur war.
l In 1979, when the US embargoed the
exports of 17mio tons of cereals to
USSR in retaliation for its military role in
Afghanistan.
l In 2010, when China stopped supplying
Japan its rare earth upon territorial
disputes on Senkaku islands
l In 2014, when Russia used its gas to
pressure Ukraine and Poland to endeavour
to maintain its challenged influence over
Eastern European countries.

2018: The Year of Living Dangerously
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This year, commodities are also an important
tool of the trade-at-war arsenal, with
aluminium, steel, oil, soybeans and sorghum
on top of the list. However, where 2018 is
in stark contrast with the past, is for the
breadth of the decisions taken by the US
administration.
Never in peace-time have so many
measures been taken simultaneously; shaking
the post-war order where multilateralism
was formed as a way to turn the page on
two world wars. America was the promotor
and architect of this construction. It seems it
has now turned to be its nemesis: UN, WTO,
trade agreements… nothing holds against
America’s focus, now uniquely centred
around its immediate self-interests.
‘Making America great again’ but at all

costs. Allies are no more: only competitors.
And, naturally, the biggest threat to
America’s leadership is China.

Thucydides’ Trap ?
The “Thucydides’ Trap” is how Graham
Allison2 described the inevitable
confrontation between a rising power and an
already dominant one. Could a trade war be
the harbinger of such fate? Well, if tensions
between dominant America and rising China,
are inevitable, a fully-fledged conflict, even if
around trade, is fortunately very unlikely.
Granted, China’s geopolitical influence has
become palpable beyond its sheer economic
power, and this challenges America’s
supremacy but – and at least for four reasons
– US and China will have to maintain a good
relationship:
First and foremost, because their
economies are closely intertwined
through trade; the chief concern of the US
administration today. However, China is also
a prime creditor of the US, being by far, the
first holder of US Treasuries at $1.18tn.
Second, the US has grown overly
dependent on China through the global
supply chains, notably in the technology
sector. A link which would prove unrealistic
to severe.
Third, the often-disregarded fact that
China has today a quasi-monopole in the
production of rare metals and rare earth,
without which most electronic devices
(including military equipment’s) would
simply not work, and strategic alternative
energy development would prove simply
impossible outside China.
Interestingly, and we should pay
attention, China unlike any other country has
endeavoured to lower its reliance over US
technology companies (Google, Facebook
etc) in the new economy which are
absolutely dominant elsewhere and notably
in Europe, by nursing its own juggernauts
such as Baidu, Alibaba, and Tencent or
Huawei.
The US is not Athens, and China is not
Sparta. The economic ties that have been
weaved are such that they are bound to
come to terms. Besides, it is rather easy for
China, a centralised economy, to open up
without putting much at risk, thus taking a
few good-gesture decisions to assuage the
US administration and save both parties’
faces. China is therefore probably safe. But is
Europe?
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As Robert Kagan put it: America is from
Mars and Europe from Venus3. For European
countries, Mr Trump’s wake-up call is ominous
and happening at the worst possible time,
when Germany and France struggle to
articulate a common project for the future.
The European Union is entirely focussed on
the daunting task of finalising a decent Brexit
accord with UK, whilst being challenged at
its Eastern borders by Hungarian and Polish
governments, and potentially destabilized by
an improbable Italian coalition.
Europe is a massive economic superpower
but remains weak geopolitically as it relies
on policies designed through consensus
between 28 (soon 27) countries which have
different agendas.
Furthermore, its dependency on the US
is much larger than it looks: The US is the

Europe is a massive
economic superpower
but remains weak
geopolitically as it relies
on policies designed
through consensus
between 28 (soon 27)
countries which have
different agendas.
primary destination of EU Exports of goods
with $435bn in 2017, leaving a surplus of
$139bn. The balance of services - what
Europe sells and gets is more or less even,
at circa $250bn on both sides4. But the real
magnitude of the intricacy of the relationship
is measured through the size of Foreign
Direct Investment: European companies’ total
stock of investment in the US up to 2016
reached $3,180bn leaving, when offsetting
US interests in EU, a positive balance of
$409bn. A web of interest rather difficult to
disentangle.
On top of this, two major dependencies
are worth highlighting. First, the obvious
one: besides France and the UK, European
defence hinges quasi exclusively on NATO.
The other Achilles’ heel is the over reliance of
all European countries on US companies, to
cater for electronic communication tools and
systems (Internet, Google, Apple, Microsoft,

Facebook and Twitter).
Does this mean that the EU cannot react
to tariffs implemented by America? No, but it
is realistically left with limited capabilities for
retaliation.

America too big to shun?
Tariffs call for tariffs. Tit for tat. Canada
will strike first; Europe will take more
time because of its sheer complexity, but
eventually will react in the same fashion
against tariffs on aluminium and steel. Such
is the implacable logic of protectionism: a
game of chicken. To achieve what? This is
altogether another issue: very little and a lot
of harm, unless one of the opponents has
the means to hurt the other one significantly
more than it is affected itself. Between the
US and Europe, who has the upper hand?
The outcome is rather uncertain, but a
tariff war will primarily hurt the country
which does not produce alternative products,
and this is where Europe may prevail over
time: US buyers of European steel and
aluminium are looking for high quality
specs which are simply not available in the
States. This is the supply chain effect where
indirectly tariffs are eventually tantamount to
self-inflicted pain.
A re-balancing act of alliances is another
temptation for European countries. As
China’s dominance develops, it might be
of mutual interest to form a special bond
between the EU and China. Already, China’s
Belt and Road strategy aims at tightening
links with Eastern and Western Europe.
However, re-balancing takes a long time
and will certainly not solve the shortterm problems. Besides, whether Western
democracies will be willing to shift their
dependence from the US to an autocratic
nation like China (with Russia in the way) is
far from certain. History tells otherwise.
Meanwhile lets’ brace for probable
escalation, hoping it will not get out of hand.
Of a bigger concern though is how the
dollar has become the biggest problem for
Europe and why this situation is not going to
improve anytime soon, as neither Euro - nor
renminbi offer compelling alternatives.
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Venus without Mars?

Our currency, your problem
When John Connally, President Nixon’s
Treasury Secretary proclaimed to the G-10 in
1971 “the dollar is our currency, but it’s your
problem”, he did not have in mind the absolute
weapon of ‘secondary sanctions’ which was
deployed at the eve of the 21st century.
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Simply put, secondary sanctions would
allow the US to penalise non-US financial
institutions or corporations which would go
against American interests in dealing with
a sanctioned company or individual. They
would be able to prevent any US citizen
or US institutions from dealing with the
contravening party. In effect, if penalized,
such party would be unable to do business in
the United States or to deal in US dollars.
When Europe and the US are in
agreement to implement sanctions against
a country or any private individual or
corporate, there is obviously no issue.
However, if there is dissensus between the
US and EU on the course of action to follow,
the leeway of European counterparts is
therefore extremely limited.
Promoting the use of the Euro instead
of the dollar is a logical step to take for
European counterparties – and Europe should
have done so for a long time. Yet, in dealing
with US sanctioned parties, this would only
help counterparties (corporates, financial
institutions and their staff, potentially) without
any activity in the US or in dollar. When 83
percent of world trade is denominated in
dollars5, and when European companies have
such huge investments in America, one can
measure the challenge and understand why
already large groups such as Total have made
clear that if sanctions are reinstated against
Iran, they will have no choice but to halt their
investment program there.
The banking industry is not in a position
to take any chance either and even if the EU
puts a protective program in place allowing
European parties to keep their dealings with a
country despite being sanctioned by the US, it
is rather unlikely they will make use of it.

Between the rock and the hard place

6

Banks are indeed in a very difficult position.
Losing their banking licence in America or
being unable to deal with any US bank is
simply not an option. This explains why, often
frustrating their clients in the process, they have
become docile and zealous enforcers of any US
sanctions, however tight the relation with their
customers is: non-compliance risk has become
as critical - some will say more critical- than
credit risk in banks’ business assessment.
The tragedy of this situation is that it
induces a very risk adverse culture which
means that in case of any doubts, banks
will often err on the side of caution. In other
words, banks, because of the severity of the
non-compliance risk are, de facto, amplifying

rather than moderating the effects of
sanctions.
Let us think about the consequences of
the sanctions taken against Mr Deripaska:
it is highly probable that most international
institutions are preventively reviewing their
exposures on Mr Deripaska’s companies thus
indirectly creating even more pressure for the
Oligarch to relinquish his ownership in the
various companies he controlled. Going one
step further, many institutions are probably
already revisiting their outright exposure
on Russia amid worries over the possibility
further tensions.

New dis-order, New Normality
The picture is bleak arguably. Maybe
– hopefully- tensions are simply the
manifestation of POTUS’ new diplomatic
tactics and will abate. Maybe when national
security is invoked as a rationale for tariffs
and sanctions, this is just rhetoric and easily
challengeable at multilateral institutions like
the WTO.
Yet the current tensions have roots in an
economic crisis we thought we escaped
relatively unscathed. When the bad genie of
protectionism is out of the bottle, it takes a
while to put it back in. If this is correct, then
we should brace for further turmoil and trade
is likely to be at war for a while longer.
With what effect on the business? All
this is obviously not good but let’s not
underestimate the resilience of the global
supply chains. Trade will certainly keep
flowing but the question is how is it to be
supported by nervous financial institutions?
A flight to quality and safety is likely, as
banks will probably prioritize more selfliquidating, short term exposures than longer
tenors. As to big strategic shifts (from dollar
to Renminbi to Euro, isolation of the US,
stronger partnership between China, Russia,
Europe), they will not happen overnight.
Venus and Mars need each other anyway
and divorce is an unlikely option. That
leaves both parties to define new rules of
engagement and all of us to muddle through
in the meantime. n
Notes
1

See Guillaume Pitron’s La Guerre des Métaux Rares,
p124.
2 Foreign Policy June 2017 – The Thucydides’ Trap by
Graham Allison.
3 ‘Of Paradise and Power’, Robert Kagan, July 2004.
4 Figures 2017 Source European Union Directorate
General for Trade Apr 2018 – converted to dollar at
1.16.
5 Source Swift Trade Traffic 2017 as reported in ICC
Global Trade 2018.
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In for the long haul:
Export finance and
financial regulation
By Henri d’Ambrières, Advisory Services in Export, Trade and Project Finance,
HDA Conseil

The unintended impact of financial regulation on the export finance
market remains a concern for the industry, and mitigating these
consequences calls for flexibility and dialogue with regulators.

Like Export Finance, financial regulation is
a long-haul activity. As a consequence of
the financial crisis which began in 2008,
in December 2010 regulators published
a document named Basel III: A global
regulatory framework for more resilient
banks and banking systems. A finalized
version was distributed in December 2017; it
will be implemented between 2022 and 2027.
A new version, which would consider new
rules for Sovereign exposures, might appear
later.
The Export Credit Group of the European
Banking Federation (EBF) already expressed
in 2011 its concerns about the unexpected
consequences for Export Finance. The
introduction of the Leverage Ratio was
identified as the most critical one. The
convergence of financial regulation with the
IFRS 9 might also have a severe impact on
provisions linked to export credits. Last but
not least, changes in the consideration of
sovereign exposures might also badly hurt
Export Finance.

The Leverage Ratio and Export
Credits
The introduction of this Leverage Ratio
was an answer to the poor quality of some
guarantees, which were considered as good
ones to cover some risky loans at the time
of signing of the loan agreements, but which
were sometimes ineffective at the time of a
default. The Leverage Ratio, which compares
the equity of banks to the gross amount of
the loans, does not consider the financial

quality of the loans or
their covers, nor that
of their guarantees.
Several solutions
were proposed:
1. with the ICC Trade
Register, banks have
collected data since
2011 on the efficacy
of ECA covers. This
Henri d’Ambrières
confirms the low-risk
nature of Export Credits.
2. in Europe most export credits are
offered by commercial banks. Several
European States have developed refinancing
solutions for export credits through capital
markets or public banks. This allows
commercial banks to sell export credits
and hence reduce their needs for funding
and equity. The need for similar solutions
was less stringent in Asia or America, as in
these regions some public banks have been
very active providers of export credits for
decades, and very often these banks are not
regulated by Basel 3.
The exemption of the Leverage Ratio for
Export Credits in Europe would help public
banks and commercial banks regulated by
Basel 3 in the delivery of export credits.
The first proposal made to the European
Commission in 2016 was restrictive as the
exoneration was limited to export credits
issued in the currency of the ECA. According
to data collected by TXF on large deals over
2015-2017, 68% of the export credits were
issued in US dollars and 27% in Euros. While
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30 to 40% of the export credits would be
exempted for Euro-zone ECAs, most loans
covered by other EU ECAs would not benefit
from any exemption as their domestic
currency is seldom used. This would give an
advantage to exporters based in the Eurozone versus other European exporters.
The second proposal, which is a
compromise agreed in 2017 at the European
Council among members states, extended

Exemption for:
All currencies
€ Only
Other domestic currency only
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the exoneration of the Leverage Ratio to
all export credits, whatever the currency,
for ECAs rated AAA or AA. This reference
to a rating might be considered as strange
as the Leverage Ratio is decorrelated from
the quality of the assets in terms of risk.
It creates a third category of ECAs within
Europe for which all export credits, including
those signed in USD, would be exempted
(see chart).
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Provisions on Secured Defaulting
Loans
The importance of non-performing
exposures in the balance-sheets of some
European banks is often seen as a threat to
the success of the European Banking Union.
As a consequence, in March 2018 the ECB
issued a new guidance on non-performing
loans1 which will apply to the 118 large
European banks regulated by the SSM.
Later in March 2018, the Commission
wrote a project of Revision of the CRD 42
which would apply to the remaining 6,500
banks operating in Europe. In both cases,
a progressive 100% provisioning on all
defaulting loans is requested, even if the
delay and the pace vary (see Table 1).
For an export credit, with a 95%
comprehensive ECA cover, this means that:
l the unsecured portion (5%) would be
provisioned at 100% in two years
l the secured portion would be gradually

provisioned from year one or two, until
year seven or eight. This rule does not
consider the normal practice of ECAs
which indemnify defaulting loans according
the contractual repayment schedule (with
repayment periods ranging from three
to 18 years for renewable energies), while
nobody questions the capacity of an ECA
(or its Sovereign) to honor its commitments
over the long-term.
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In 2018, the European Parliament
considered that the exemption should be
granted to all EU export credits whatever the
country of ECA and whatever the currency,
but it did not amend the text proposed
by the Council and now supported by the
Commission.
To reach this objective, the EBF and the
ICC proposed to exempt all export credits
covered by an ECA participating in the OECD
Arrangement. In such a case, all European
countries would appear in green in the above
chart, and all European exporters would be
on level-playing field.
Without a similar proposal, the EU will
have three categories of countries: the well
rated ones for which a global exoneration will
apply, other Euro-zone countries for which
the exoneration would only apply to the
loans extended in euros, and other European
countries for which the exoneration would
only apply to the few export credits signed in
their domestic markets.

The importance of nonperforming exposures
in the balance-sheets of
some European banks
is often seen as a threat
to the success of the
European Banking Union.
This might affect the capacity of some
banks to book and hold export credits, even
performing ones. The consequence might
be a reduced appetite for these low-risk
activities.
Solutions might be:
l To impose on ECAs a revision of their
practice with a global indemnification
a few months after the first default.
Consequences might be the prevention
of debt restructuration, higher
indemnifications for the ECAs to cover
some breakage costs, a higher fiscal
impact at the beginning for ECAs
l To amend the rule to check if the
guarantor behaves as scheduled. When
a guarantee is enforced, as long the
guarantor pays according to the terms of
its guarantee, either with a global payment
or according to the original schedule,
there should be no need for a provisioning
of the secured portion.

Table 1
End of Year
Unsecured Portion

Secured Portion

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

ECB

-

100%

CRR

35%

100%

ECB

–

–

40%

55%

70%

85%

100%

CRR

5%

10%

17.5%

27.5%

40%

55%

75%

8

100%
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Possible changes in the regulatory
treatment of sovereign exposures
For years, there has been a debate among
regulators and ministries of finance as
to whether to revise the preferred status
granted to Sovereign Exposures in the
balance sheet of commercial banks.
Since Basel I, an exposure on a Sovereign
entity does not require any equity
l for claims on OECD governments (and
related entities) whatever the currency
l for claims on other governments in their
domestic currency
Basel II introduced in its Standardized
Approach a 0% risk-weight for claims on
governments if they are in the currency of
this government or whatever the currency
for well-rated countries (AAA or AA).

For years, there has
been a debate among
regulators and ministries
of finance as to whether
to revise the preferred
status granted to
Sovereign Exposures
in the balance sheet of
commercial banks.
In December 2017, the Basel Committee
issued a discussion paper on the regulatory
treatment of sovereign exposures which
questions these principles. As the members
of the Basel Committee were unable to agree
on a common proposal, the Committee
raised some suggestions such minimum
risk-weight higher than 0% for exposures in
the domestic currency, a much higher riskweight for exposures in foreign currencies or
a difference to be made among the Treasury
and other sovereign entities (see Table 2).

In addition, other suggestions on the need
to limit exposures on governments were
made.
Most probably, the Basel Committee will not
agree on a proposal over the coming years.
However, this proposal questions the nature of
ECA business for commercial banks as:
l Loans extended in US dollars and covered
by US Exim or issued in Euros and covered
by an euro-zone ECA would be given
a clear advantage which would favor
exporters in these countries if they can
convince their clients to use their domestic
currency
l The status of ECAs varies. The few
countries which deliver a guarantee of
their government would be given an
advantage.
l The ceiling on exposures on a sovereign
might affect ECA covers which are less
liquid than Treasury Bonds
Basel 3 was not proposed with the
intention of dealing with Export Finance,
which is a small activity for commercial
banks, but is critical for some producers
and buyers of capital goods and related
services. Regulators often recognize that
its unintended consequences can harm
international trade and that they do not
know our practices. Hence, we need to
dedicate the required resources to explain to
them our business. And if we adapt some of
our practices, they will most probably listen
to us. n

Notes
1

2

ECB: “Addendum to the ECB Guidance to banks
on non-performing loans: supervisory expectations
for prudential provisioning of non-performing
exposures” issued 8 March 2018 (https://www.
bankingsupervision.europa.eu/ecb/pub/pdf/ssm.
npl_addendum_201803.en.pdf)
European Commission “Regulation Of The
European Parliament And Of The Council
Amending Regulation (Eu) No 575/2013
As Regards Minimum Loss Coverage For
Nonperforming Exposures” issued on 14 March ‘18
(http://ec.europa.eu/finance/docs/policy/180314proposal-regulation-non-performing-loans_en.pdf)

Table 2
Rating
Central Government
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Other Sovereign Entity

domestic currency
foreign currency

AAA to A-

BBBs

Below BBB-

[0%-3%]

[4%-6%]

[7%-9%]

10%

50%

100%

25%

50%

100%
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By Thomas Mahl, managing director, and Franz Karman, managing director,
SFR Consulting
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Sustainable insurance:
leveraging public funds via
new insurance partnerships
New partnerships can transfer the mechanics and principles of
development finance from banking into the insurance market. Here we
explain the challenges and potential of this new product type.

The surrounding environment
The new sustainable development goals`
paradigm shift has caused a substantial
change in development assistance policy.
The optimization of the scarce available
public development funds – measured
by the leverage ratio of mobilized private
investments – became one of the key
performance indicators. Operating under the
enforced maxim of private sector leverage,
the development finance industry seeks
additional solutions to mobilize the influx of
the private capital.
In addition, given the abundance of
private capital and the limited number of
sustainable bankable projects in developing
countries, concerns were raised regarding
the risk that the activities of the development
finance industry might crowd out potential
private investors.
Risk transfer and risk mitigating
instruments have been identified by the
development finance institutions (DFIs) –

which also comprises multilateral finance
institutions (MFIs) – as a promising tool to
enforce and advance the achievement of
the sustainable development goals. The
insurance industry is a prominent provider
of such instruments and therefore well
equipped to tap into that field. One of its
operational principles of maximum capacity
versus minimal risk capital allocation shows
excellent alignment to the formulated
leverage goal of the paradigm shift.
These leverage effects can be amplified
via reinsurance as its diversified portfolio
generates additional discounting effects
regarding the allocation of risk capital.

The basic structure
The idea of the new partnerships is to
transfer the mechanics and principles of
development finance from the banking
into the insurance market. Currently DFIs
act mainly as lenders and to some extend
as investors for single projects. Subject to

The new sustainable development goals`
paradigm shift has caused a substantial change in
development assistance policy. The optimization
of the scarce available public development funds –
measured by the leverage ratio of mobilized
private investments – became one of the key
performance indicators.
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the risk the development banks blend their
capacity with donor funds, where they
traditionally benefit from a unique access as
sole accredited trustee of these funds. The
idea of the new partnerships is to transfer
the development finance systematics and
instruments into the insurance ecosystem.
As accredited trustees of concessional donor
funds, development finance institutions are
entrusted with the role of using these funds
in blended finance structures to enhance
investments in projects supporting the
sustainable development goals. Besides
direct investment, these institutions
distribute subsidized finance instruments
via a regional banking network. Generally, an
agent ensures that the portfolio of supported
business complies with the goals and
objectives of the concessional funds.
Focusing on the emphasized leverage
of scarce public funds, we designed a
structure which supports and enhances the
DFI’s role and responsibility as advocated
trustee, by transferring the methodology
of development finance into the insurance
market. Hereby risks are shared between (re)
insurers and DFIs via a risk participation or
guarantee structure. In addition, donor funds
– being allocated at a trust as “collateral”

– complement the risk carrying facility to
expand the boundaries of insurability. To
enhance and exaggerate the leverage effect
as well as the aggregated capacity building

The public sector and DFIs
take insurance to either
insure their investment,
or to expand the
company’s own capacity
on an unfunded basis. To
consider insurance and the
market as an additional
source for the expansion
of the institutions’ product
set is new.
for primary insurers, the facility is designed
and structured as reinsurance risk capital
substitute. The African Energy Guarantee
Facility (AEGF) is an excellent example how
this can work in practise:

Development finance transferred into the insurance ecosystem
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In Sub-Saharan Africa the creditworthiness
of off-takers is one of the key factors
deterring investments in this sector.
The weak balance sheets and poor
payment track records of many national
utilities is one of the reasons why many
commercial banks have been unwilling
to fund projects. Combined effort of
governments, public institutions, the
financial/banking sector and the private
investors are therefore necessary to
meeting the growing energy demands
while addressing climate change risks.
In response the European Investment
Bank (“EIB”) and Munich RE designed a
facility AEGF where EIB backs partially
via a guarantee agreement political risks

ceded to Munich RE. The facility operates
on the principle of an open architecture
and is eligible for Sub-Saharan African
“Sustainable energy for all (SE4All)”
projects which focus on energy efficiency,
energy access and renewables. Investment
insurances ceded to AEGF will be
managed and vetted by sfr-consulting
against environmental, social as well as
governance standards according to the
participating guarantors’ eligibility criteria.
As acting primary insurer for AEGF,
the African Trade insurance Agency (ATI),
a multilateral of 13 Sub-Saharan Africa
states, received underwriting training paid
by technical assistance funds of EIB to
enhance ATI’s capabilities and capacities.

The challenges

Outlook

The public sector and DFIs take insurance to
either insure their investment, or to expand
the company’s own capacity on an unfunded
basis. To consider insurance and the market
as an additional source for the expansion
of the institutions’ product set is new.
Irrespective of the new product’s alignment
with existing market practice, the complexity
of this multi-stakeholder structure, as well
as the limited experience with insurance
market cooperation, seems to hinder scale
and multiplication. Besides, development
finance institutions tend to prefer to stick to
established routines and solutions, as new
products require a complex and long-term
approval process.

The involvement of public money, either
via development banks or donors, in the
insurance ecosystem as risk carriers is one
of the most effective uses of public funds.
It attracts private capital in terms of (re)
insurance capacity, which in turn can be used
to insure private investments in sustainable
projects. But these structures are complex
and need external management.
We are confident that more of these
structures will emerge, which will move
the insurance industry with its risk transfer
solutions to an important contributor for the
achievement of the sustainable development
goals. n
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AEGF: sustainable energy for all in Africa

The involvement of public money, either via
development banks or donors, in the insurance
ecosystem as risk carriers is one of the most effective
uses of public funds. It attracts private capital in
terms of (re)insurance capacity, which in turn can
be used to insure private investments in sustainable
projects. But these structures are complex and need
external management.
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By David H. Anderson, president at Anderson Risk Consultants and
William Green, founder and managing partner, TDI

In the wake of the illegitimate 20 May presidential elections,
Venezuela is at an inflection point. The country faces an acute political
and economic crisis, and the Maduro government’s long-term viability
is low. For outside observers, it is important to consider what comes
next in Venezuela, and what signals will determine the country’s path.

“Eleven years ago, I was quite gullible. I even
believed in a third way; I thought it was
possible to put a human face on capitalism.
But I was wrong. The only way to save the
world is through socialism, but a socialism
that exists within a democracy; there’s no
dictatorship here.” – Hugo Chavez, 2010
“A state too expensive in itself, or by virtue of
its dependencies, ultimately falls into decay;
its free government is transformed into a
tyranny; it disregards the principles which it
should preserve, and finally degenerates into
despotism.” – Simon Bolivar, 1815
As exporters, lenders, insurers, and investors
look out on the risk landscape, few countries
present as grim a picture as Venezuela.
Yes, there are other countries that have
recently over-extended themselves in a
high-commodity price environment—Angola,
Ghana, Zambia, Chad among them—but
none have experienced the kind of economic
collapse and political crisis that Venezuela
is going through nor have they declined
from such heights of wealth as Venezuela
had in the 1970s to the essentially failed
state it is today. Venezuela thus provides a
cautionary tale for risk managers assessing
their global exposures and strategies. For
market participants, it is useful to consider
how Venezuela arrived at its current crisis,
what paths lay before it, and how new
developments signal a change in Venezuela’s
direction.
It is well-known that Venezuela is a
petrostate—the county has the largest
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Yes, Venezuela has a
future: three scenarios

proven oil reserves in the world, and
oil accounts for 95 percent of export
earnings. In large part, perceptions and
mismanagement of this resource are the
primary source of Venezuela’s political and
economic problems. The commodity had
a central role in establishing Venezuela as
the wealthiest country in Latin America
by the 1970s. In the 1980s, the oil glut and
a subsequent sovereign default led to
stagnation and declines in living standards,
along with rising frustration among the

It is well-known that Venezuela is
a petrostate—the county has the
largest proven oil reserves in the
world, and oil accounts for
95 percent of export earnings.
poor majority. The subsequent victory of
the populist socialist Hugo Chavez in 1998
elections, following his earlier attempted
coup in 1992, saw the politicization of the
state oil company Petróleos de Venezuela
SA (PDVSA), aggressive domestic social
spending, and wasteful foreign policy
financing initiatives—policies that were all
dependent on oil prices around the USD 100
per barrel mark.
Chavez’s “Bolivarian revolution”
bankrupted the country. Heavily influenced
by Fidel Castro and the Cuban model,
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Chavez complemented his domestic
agenda with a reorientation of Venezuela’s
foreign policy away from its largest export
market, the United States. Chavez’s chosen
successor, Nicolas Maduro, doubled down
on the same disastrous policies, driving
away international investment, hampering
economic development, and emptying
state coffers, all while oil prices plunged
starting in 2014. With its negative impact
on good governance and accountability,
corruption, which has always been a problem
in Venezuela, has accelerated dramatically
among senior military, security, and police
officials and led to Venezuela becoming a
key narcotrafficking hub.
Venezuela’s major economic indicators
are calamitous and accompany a growing
internal humanitarian crisis and refugee
exodus to neighboring states. Oil production
has declined from a high of over 3 million
barrels per day (bpd) in 2000 to 2.3 million
bpd in 2016. Since then, production has fallen
to about 1.4 million bpd today—1.1 million
bpd is exported, and half of the exports
are used to repay Chinese and Russian
loans, according to Asdrúbal Oliveros at
Ecoanalítica in Caracas. With all the problems
at PDVSA, daily production may fall below 1
million bpd by 2019. Hyperinflation is wellentrenched, and the IMF’s current estimate
indicates inflation could rise to 13,000
percent this year.

Domestic and international
influencers
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The influencers and interlocutors in
Venezuela are in flux, raising uncertainty
in an already volatile jurisdiction; however,
understanding the motives and capabilities
of key factions is central to interpreting
future developments.
Venezuela is effectively a one-party
state with aggressive security services
(augmented and influenced by Cuban
intelligence) and a supportive military. The
political elite around Maduro are members of
the PSUV party and are largely committed
to Chavez’s populist-socialist policies.
The regime was always suspicious of the
West and capitalism, but the 2002 failed
coup, many mass protests, and ensuing
economic collapse has encouraged further
radicalization among high-level members
of the regime. Against the regime is the
majority-opposition-controlled National
Assembly, but Maduro succeeded in
containing it in March 2017 with the creation

of the regime-controlled Constitutional
Assembly tasked with rewriting the
constitution.
The military high command, having been
subject to multiple purges in the officer corps
following the 2002 coup attempt, is the
bedrock of the regime. High-ranking officers
are rewarded based on political loyalty to
Maduro, and mass promotions—including the
2016 promotion of 195 officers to the rank of
general—and financial incentives inextricably
link the top brass with Maduro’s fate. Highranking officers hold ministerial positions,
manage PDVSA, and are involved in corrupt
food distribution programs, illicit trade, and
narcotrafficking with Maduro’s approval.
However, the economic crisis is so grave
that desertions have risen to an alarming
level, and the high command must be aware
that its ability to deploy is decreasing by
the day. How military officers, particularly at
lower ranks, calculate their options is a major
variable for Venezuela’s future.
Meanwhile, foreign governments have
played a substantial role in shaping Caracas’
outlook. First among these is Cuba—
alongside similar social and economic
policies, Venezuela’s leadership has looked to
Havana as a model authoritarian system to
emulate. Trade in oil and the deployment of
Cuban doctors and intelligence operatives in
Venezuela cemented the shared ideological
outlook. However, by a combination of design
and circumstances, Venezuela has never
made the full transition from authoritarianism
to Cuban-style totalitarianism.
Early in Chavez’s regime, Beijing and
Moscow saw both a business opportunity in
Venezuela’s oil sector and a useful ideological
foil against the US. China has provided USD
62 billion to Venezuela since 2007 as part
of an oil-for-loans program according to
Washington-based Inter-American Dialogue.
Since 2016, Venezuela has only made interest
payments. Russia’s state-owned Rosneft
has similarly provided financing to PDVSA,
secured by shares in PDVSA’s US-based
refining and retail subsidiary, Citgo.
The United States, while diminished in
influence since Chavez’s election and the
failed coup, remains an essential player by
virtue of Venezuela’s dependence on oil
exports to the US. Approximately 40 percent
of Venezuelan exports remain destined for
the US. Although there are some sanctions
on Venezuelan officials, Washington has
hesitated to stop purchasing Venezuelan oil
due to the negative impact on Venezuelan
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1976

Following Venezuela's oil boom and the global oil price
spike, Venezuela nationalized its oil industry, creating
Petróleos de Venezuela (PDVSA). Venezuela is the richest
country in Latin America. Vast expansion of public debt.

1992

1994

Lt. Col. Hugo Chavez leads a failed coup
attempt in February against “neoliberal
policies” and corruption, and he is jailed.
Chavista officers lead another coup
attempt in November and fail.

Seeking reconciliation, President
Rafael Caldera pardons Chavez, who
begins political movement inspired
by the anti-Spanish revolutionary
leader from the 1800s, Simon
Bolivar.
Constitutional referendum gives Chavez
much more authority over previously
independent institutions of the government.
Chavez' approval rating is at 80%.

2002

Amid allegations that Chavez was pursuing an
authoritarian model heavily influenced by Cuba and
amid massive protests by broad segments of
society, military officers launched a coup against
Chavez, who was removed from office for two days
before being restored. The US government tacitly
endorses the coup attempt.

2005

The Venezuelan government ejects the US Drug
Enforcement Administration from Venezuela. In
subsequent years, the US has accused several high
level officials of being directly involved in drug
trafficking, including Vice President Tareck El
Aissami, and has frozen assets and applied sanctions
accordingly. US State Dept. has reported that
Venezuela is a preferred route for South American
illegal drugs to reach the rest of the world.

2007-2014

China lends $63bn to
Venezuela in bid to
secure oil supplies.
Russia lends $10bn
and takes as collateral
a 49.9% stake in Citgo,
the US subsidiary of
PDVSA.

2017

Oil glut and sovereign default.

1989

The government announces an IMF
orthodox economic program including
price increases, with transport prices the
most unpopular. The “Caracazo” riot
occurs; hundreds (thousands, by some
accounts) are killed in the disorder.

1993

President Carlos Andres Perez, who
had announced the IMF program, is
impeached and resigns to face
corruption charges.

1998

1999

80%

1982
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Venezuela.

TIMELINE

2013

Chavez dies from cancer; his
approval rating immediately
before was 57%. Nicolas
Maduro, who was handpicked by
Chavez, steps in and is later
elected president in a narrow
victory. The economy is already
in tatters with inflation at 50%.

By decree, Maduro creates a constitutional assembly that will
rewrite the constitution of Venezuela again. The assembly is
given sweeping powers, including the ability to suspend the
immunity of legislators and call elections. Hyperinflation is
now well underway. Government enters into selective
default on its sovereign debt again.

Chavez is elected president in a
landslide on a state-centered, anticorruption, anti-poverty platform.
Traditional parties AD (social
democratic) and COPEI (social Christian)
that had ruled Venezuela since the
1960s are virtually obliterated. Chavez
projects a messianic charisma for his
predominantly poor political base.
Venezuelan oil production reaches
height of 3.5 million barrels per day.

2003

After a strike alleging the
politicization of PDVSA, Chavez fires
18,000 workers and managers at
the state oil firm, half the work
force, beginning the brain drain that
has helped cause a drop in
production ever since.

2006

Chavez signs $3bn arms deal with
Russia, including fighter jets and
helicopters.

2007

Chavez announces expropriations in
the energy and telecommunications
sectors. After Exxon Mobil and
ConocoPhillips refuse to hand over
majority control of their Orinoco belt
entities, the government
expropriates them. Both companies
have won arbitrations against
Venezuela.

2018

The IMF forecasts inflation at 13,000% this year
and GDP growth at -15%. Banning the leading
opposition candidates, Maduro, with an
approval rating estimated to be in the 20-30%
range, wins an unfair presidential election on
May 20. Oil production is currently somewhat
over 1 million barrels per day, but some experts
predict that it could drop below 1 million bpd
late this year or early next due to chronic
underinvestment and incompetence at PDVSA.

Source: David H. Anderson, Anderson Risk Consultants and William A. Green, TDInternational, LLC.
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civilians and US gulf coast refineries that
exclusively process Venezuela’s heavy crude.
If sanctions on oil purchases are adopted by
the Trump administration, Maduro would lose
one of his last major cash streams.

Scenarios for the next one to
three years
In response to the collapsing economy,
various players are calculating their positions,
ultimately raising the volatility in Venezuela.
One aspect is clear—the current system is
unsustainable. The Chavez model was based
almost exclusively on robust oil prices and
the ability to distribute oil revenue to the
population through social programs. That
revenue stream has diminished substantially.
Most of the population, which once believed
in the “revolution,” has abandoned the
government and only about 20 percent
support Maduro. Likewise, Venezuela has no
external partner that is prepared to prop up
the regime.
Because of the continued degradation
of the country’s economic and social
circumstances, a scenario that sees
Venezuela continue along the same path is
untenable. Additionally, a scenario leading to
civil war is unlikely and therefore excluded.
Actual events are unlikely to perfectly mirror
the below scenarios, but the exercise can
identify key signals that market participants
should consider, whether monitoring physical
security developments, loan exposure, or risk
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
insurance policies.

Claims Paid ($m)
Gross Exposure ($m)

$64.1
$4,322.2

$17.7
$5,250.1

$4.2
$6,231.8

$37.5
$8,533.9

$193.3
$8,001.9

1) Ceausescu Revisited (Slow Implosion):
Signals:
l Authoritarian rhetoric and political arrests
continue;
l Oil price trends up from USD 75 per barrel,
and oil technocrats are brought in to
stabilize production; and
l Caracas manages to successfully
challenge or delay pending arbitration
enforcement awards and asset seizures by
ConocoPhillips and other creditors.
The current selective default becomes a
general sovereign default on all obligations.
Caracas is increasingly isolated without the
support of its political and economic allies.
Cuba does not have the security resources
to assist Maduro’s enforcement of his total
control. Meanwhile, China is not interested
in bailing out Maduro. Fearing blame for
Venezuela’s complete collapse, the US
refrains from enacting a sanctions death
blow. The National Assembly is effectively
replaced by the Constitutional Assembly, and
Maduro controls each branch of government.
Meanwhile, military desertions, which
already required Maduro to call up retirees
and reservists before the 20 May election,
challenges the regime’s de facto control.
The regime is able to keep a semblance
of order in Caracas, other major cities,
and around oil infrastructure, but outside
these areas there is chaos and increasing
desperation. In many areas, citizens respond
2015
2016 Current
2017 migration rates may
by emigrating.
$214.0
$6,826.5

$101.2
$4,862.9

$62.2
$4,004.3
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Claims Paid ($m)
Gross Exposure ($m)

2010
$64.1
$4,322.2

2011
$17.7
$5,250.1

2012
$4.2
$6,231.8

2013
$37.5
$8,533.9

2014

2015

2016

2017

Claims Paid ($m)

2014
$193.3
$8,001.9

2015
$214.0
$6,826.5

2016
$101.2
$4,862.9

2017
$62.2
$4,004.3
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2) Mugabe-esque Exit (Coup D’etat):
Signals:
l Mass demonstrations erupt for several
days at a time without security forces
being willing or able to quell them;
l High-ranking military officers begin to
make political statements in the media
that are not consistent with normal
“Bolivarian” rhetoric;
l Military desertions currently underway
evolve into military challenges to the
regime in major cities like Caracas,
Valencia, or Maracaibo;

l U
 S declares sanctions on oil shipments;
and
l Creditors effectively seize significant
Venezuelan assets, including refineries,
ships, or even parts of Citgo.
Elements in the military, possibly officers
below the high command who benefit less
and less as the proceeds from illicit activities
are reserved for senior officers, take matters
into their own hands. Desperate from the
economic circumstances and motivated
by promises of a better future, lower ranks
join. There are two sub-scenarios here: 1)
the military plans and executes a coup
from within, or 2) mass protests or a social
movement prompts officers to turn on
Maduro and refuse to repress demonstrators.
The coup plotters may coordinate with a
civilian leader, and a junta is likely to restore
the National Assembly and promise free and
fair elections.
Right now, the field is open for a new
movement to capitalize on the illegitimacy
of the regime. For example, the Frente
Amplio Venezuela Libre earlier this year
brought together opposition parties, former
regime supporters, religious groups, and
student groups to resist the regime. Neither
Maduro nor the official opposition has
broad support: two-thirds of the population
reportedly believes neither the regime nor
the opposition can stabilize the country.
In any case, in this scenario, the military
coup leaders realize that reconciliation
and some form of democracy is the most
sustainable path forward for a prosperous
Venezuela. They are ready to cede power
to duly elected civilians under the right
circumstances. Some military officers who
will be subjected to criminal investigation
quietly leave the country or are arrested.
In November 2017, Zimbabwe had a
coup removing the long-time anti-Western
autocrat Robert Mugabe, who presided over
hyperinflation and draconian repression
of all opposition groups. The Zimbabwean
government is working toward elections in
2018, although risks to that outcome remain.
Implications for credit and investment
insurers: The military junta soon brings in
technocrats to construct a debt strategy
and a viable economic program, along with
turning around PDVSA. Following elections,
debt is restructured, and creditors are
able to recover some of their losses over
the long term. The new government may
approach the former owners of expropriated
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lead to 1.8 million people leaving Venezuela
for neighboring states by the end of 2018.
As food and medicine scarcity increases, this
rate will rise.
Russia and China send technical advisors
to assist. Functionally, Maduro retains
enough control to formally remain in power
and keeps enough oil flowing to buy loyalty
from the elite and portions of the military.
The military oversees and continues to
benefit from truncated oil production and
expands its involvement in illicit trade. The
economy continues to deteriorate, and the
humanitarian disaster expands.
The situation, while dire, resembles
Romania in the 1980s, another oil producing
economy under a heavy debt load that
prioritized oil deliveries and repayment, while
basic goods and food become unavailable.
Even as the system slowly dissolves, the
figurehead (Ceausescu in Romania, Maduro
in Venezuela) is useful for third parties
to pursue their economic interests. While
unsustainable in the long-run, without
external intervention or a unified opposition,
it continues through the forecast period.
Implications for credit and investment
insurers: There is no realistic sovereign
debt rescheduling or economic program
on the table. Expropriations, widespread
protests and violence in different parts of
the country, and currency inconvertibility
make almost all risks impossible to write.
There is no reasonable way to negotiate with
the government unless one is willing to put
new money into the country, which no one
is willing to do. Filing suit and arbitration
are the main avenues here, together with
coordinating with other creditors and
pursuing the attachment of Venezuelan
assets. Creditors with developmental or
diplomatic goals (e.g. World Bank) will have
to wait it out.
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property and may reach settlements. Risk
remains high, and insurers and exporters will
largely stay in a wait-and-see mode for new
transactions during the forecast period, but
there is some optimism by most observers
that the country will be able to recover in the
long run.
3) Mexico 2000 (Relatively Peaceful
Transition):
Signals:
l Maduro starts making very conciliatory
speeches, moving from his normally
divisive rhetoric to unifying and healing
words;
l Meetings between Maduro’s circle and
opposition figureheads occur and are
publicized; or
l Political prisoners are released.
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Following the 20 May 2018 election that
was boycotted by most of the opposition
and declared illegitimate by international
observers, Maduro realizes that his levers
of power—oil production, oil money,
popular support, and military power—are
disintegrating, and he must negotiate.
The main revelation may be prompted by
a threat from the upper echelons of the
military, which delivers an ultimatum that
he must organize a transition, or he will
be removed. Possibly, the US threatens oil
sanctions. As a result, Maduro approaches
the opposition in the National Assembly to
initiate negotiations over the creation of a
transitional government.
Independent experts from Venezuela
have prepared various frameworks on which
to base a transition plan, the majority of
which would see a controlled period of
Maduro formally remaining in power as a
transition government is organized to take
control. Once an internationally recognized
government obtains power, international
assistance, including IMF financing, will
enable Venezuela’s stabilization and the
pursuit of an economic reconstruction plan
that reintegrates Venezuela into the global
economy. This will be part of a long-term
effort and is likely to feature amnesty for the
former regime or military officers.
In 1999, President Ernesto Zedillo of
Mexico, in a break with tradition, did not
name a successor from his party, the PRI.
The move was a reaction to the Mexican
peso crisis, the PRI’s splintering, and signs
of domestic instability. In 2000, for the first
time since taking power in 1920, the PRI lost

a presidential election to an opposition party
and conducted a peaceful transfer of power.
Implications for credit and investment
insurers: The impact under this scenario
will be somewhere between the Ceausescu
and the Mugabe-esque Exit. While political
reconciliation may have positive results, the
outcome and timing are uncertain. It will not
be immediately clear whether a competent
team will lead economic reconstruction.
Street violence continues unabated, as
economic conditions continue to deteriorate.
If the transition does come to fruition, then
the longer-term outcome is similar to that
of the Mugabe-esque Exit: creditors and
investors will wait to see what the new
government looks like.

The future goes beyond oil
Although much of our discussion focuses
on what leaders will do in the context of
economic collapse, much depends on
the transition that the Venezuelan people
have gone through. Historically, the effect
of oil on Venezuela went well beyond the
economic “oil curse” of crowding out private
investment to a cultural belief in oil wealth
as every Venezuelan’s right. Building a
competitive economy and institutions have
been low priorities.
Now, however, the population of
all income classes has witnessed an
unprecedented economic disaster. This sort
of hyperinflation, with every day a struggle
for survival for most people, is forcing many
to reconsider their assumptions. Perhaps
the biggest question for Venezuela, then, is
what conclusion most Venezuelans will draw
from this experience. If they conclude that
Maduro’s people just have to be punished
and then the “revolution” can proceed under
new management, then little progress can
be made. On the other hand, if groups like
the Frente Amplio can gather a consensus
around a new, competitive Venezuela with
institutions and a social conscience, then
stability and prosperity are possible in the
long term. n

David H. Anderson, President, Anderson Risk
Consultants, is a credit and political risk consultant to
the insurance and banking industries. He worked as a
journalist in Venezuela 1993-1995.
William Green, Founder & Managing Partner, TDI,
provides discreet strategic and tactical guidance to
senior business leaders and global investors. He has
been working with clients in Venezuela since 2002.
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Six months into 2018 the chief economists of Atradius, Euler Hermes
and Coface, give their views on the risks to watch out for in the second
half of the year.
John Lorié, Chief Economist,
Atradius
Watching policies in Washington, Istanbul
and Rome
‘A bright sky, for now’ is the title of our most
recent Economic Outlook. As the weather
remains fair, on a day clouds will gather.
When and where is unknown, but the odds
are it will be Washington, Istanbul or Rome;
cities host to populist governments with
unorthodox economic policies.
Washington. The Trump administration
is getting into the swing of things after the
legislative success on the Tax Cuts and Jobs
Act. A flurry of trade initiatives under the
‘America First’ banner has increasing raised
fears of a global trade war. Both policies
boost US economic activity, which is already
at a high. The possibility of a policy error of
the Fed, with global repercussions, has gone
up markedly. Watch the Fed and the White
House.
Istanbul. The governing AK party has

been spending heavily ahead of the June
elections, fanning the flames of an already
overheated economy. Despite recent rate
hikes, Central Bank independence is still at
stake. Foreign investors, critical to finance
the Turkish economy, are increasingly
showing discontent; the lira has depreciated
20% in 2018. If money inflows halt, Turkey
is in trouble. Watch the Turkish lira and the
‘White Palace’.
Rome. Italy, the third largest economy
in the Eurozone, the June elections
caused turmoil. The Five State Movement
and Lega agreed on a program breathing
scepticism towards Europe and the euro
while supporting higher government
spending. The President blocked a
Eurosceptic candidate for the Treasury.
Fresh elections, de facto a referendum on
the euro, were in the air. Markets rattled. But
the crisis was resolved, for now. Watch the
Italian ten-year bond yield and the Palazzo
del Quirinale.
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Risk outlook 2H 2018

Economic Policy Index signals fair weather
Economic policy uncertainty index, news-based
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Ludovic Subran, Chief Economist,
Euler Hermes
2H18 will initiate a new age of desynchronization
1H18 was marked by the occurrence of
three simultaneous shocks, which will have
consequences for the rest of the year and
beyond. First an oil price shock: Brent price
hit the ceiling of USD 80 per barrel. Second
a shock of political uncertainty: geopolitics
have significantly deteriorated in the MiddleEast (direct confrontation between Israel
and Iran), while the arrival of a populist
government in Italy, formed on the basis
of a coalition between the League and
the Five Stars movement, reminds us that
European fragmentation is still a possibility.
Third, an interest rate shock: US ten year
Treasury yield is now evolving close to 3%.
The next 6 months will therefore see the
World economy being shaped in function
of the transmission of these shocks, leading
to diverging growth after a rare phase of
growth synchronization between 2H16 and
1H18.
Oil exporting economies, and more
generally resources driven economies (as the
rebound is generalized across commodities),
will see their situation improve, whereas
economies being commodity – dependent
(India, Japan, China, European economies)
are likely to register a deterioration of their
trade balance and an erosion of profitability
in the corporate sector. As regard political
risk, the old demons of Europe are back
with an anti-Europe government, triggering
a probable surge of the European risk
premium being accompanied by a shock
on sentiment of investors. The Euro zone
could be stuck in a mode of low growth
after a promising recovery (we expect 2.1%
of growth in 2018); the US will continue its
path toward higher growth (2.9% expected
in 2018) amid a persistently aggressive
policy of de-regulation, while China will enter
more decisively into a phase of deceleration,
resulting from its quality growth strategy
(de-leveraging and reduction of over-
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capacities, 6.6% of growth expected in 2018).
These diverging trends will be accentuated
by the steady increase of world interest rates
following the path traced by the Fed. In this
context, the credit binge observed in the
corporate sector of developed economies
and in emerging economies as a whole will
rapidly create losers and winners, as mirrored
by the recent difficulties of Turkey and
Argentina.
The most interesting part of this
story does not deal with the immediate
transmission of these shocks but with their
long-lasting consequences or dimensions.
The recent rise of commodity prices will
certainly boost inflation in the short-term
but central banks will rightly insist on the
temporary nature of this shock. In our
view, the age of persistently low inflation
is not over amid abundant supply of
energy, and what we call a “digitalization”
of prices (sharing economy, robotization
of services activities and digitalization of
supply chains allowing lower costs). More
worrisomely, political risk is likely to last long
and deteriorate. Europe is facing threats
of fragmentation internally with the rise of
populist parties but also externally. President
Trump, by explicitly targeting Germany
because of its trade surplus, will give more
bargaining power to countries such as
France advocating for more redistribution
inside Europe. The agenda of those
advocating for more integration (France),
those in favor of the status quo because of
political blockages (Germany and Spain) and
those who want to move backward (Italy),
will sensibly differ. A fragmented Europe and
the “bilateralisation” of foreign policy (China,
US and Russia versus the rest of the world)
will nurture political risk in the long-term.
At last, we will indeed experience a regime
of higher rates as monetary policies will
continue to normalize amid globally higher
political risk premiums. 2H18, will therefore
be remembered as the start of a long-lasting
phase of de-synchronization.

As regard political risk, the old demons of Europe are
back with an anti-Europe government, triggering a
probable surge of the European risk premium being
accompanied by a shock on sentiment of investors.
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Risk #1: Coface’s political risk index rises
(again)
Events like the US’ withdrawal from
the Iranian Nuclear Agreement, or the
rise of populism in Italy, reminds us of
the importance of political risk and the
consequences it can have on the global
economy. The Coface political model,
created in 2017, combines three main
dimensions of political risk: risk of conflict,
risk of terrorism, and risk of internal political
and social fragility. The updated scores in
June 2018 for the 160 countries shows an
increase at global level, for the fourth year
in a row, mainly as a result of the rise in the

While the recent rise in oil
prices offers a breath of
fresh air for oil exporting
countries, it contributes
to reducing the trade
balance of those who
import it.

political and social fragility component, and
a greater contribution from the terrorism
index. Regarding social risk, which assesses
the degree of frustration of the population
likely to be translated into effective political
change, Iran, Saudi Arabia, Russia, Egypt,
Algeria, Brazil and Mexico are in the “Top 20”.
Among them, Brazil will be in the spotlight in
October, as the presidentialelection can be
the last straw that breaks the camel’s back.
Risk #2: Will global value chains in the
automotive sector be broken?
On the 23rd May, The US President Donald
Trump ordered the investigation into auto
imports under the Section 232 section of
the country’s 1962 Trade Expansion Act,
which enables the Federal Administration
to impose tariffs on cars, trucks vehicles
and parts, when national security is at
risk. Recommendations and findings
from the investigation emanating from
the Department of Commerce are due
in February 2019, at the latest. But these
recommendations might be released earlier,

since President Trump might want to use it
to mobilize his electorate before the US midterms elections, due next in November 2018.
If the US decides to increase tariffs on all
imports to curb the USD 125 bn trade deficit
in this sector, Japan (USD 40 bn), Canada
(29), Mexico (27), Germany (14), South
Korea (14), and the UK (7) will be particularly
affected. But these direct impacts are only
the top of the iceberg, as the automotive
sector is the one being the most closely
integrated in global value chains, with 23%
of production stages being carried out
internationally. In other words, if German
exporters are hit by US tariffs, their suppliers
based in Czech Republic, Turkey and Spain
will feel the pain as well.
Risk #3: Capital outflows from emerging
markets, back to 2013?
While the recent rise in oil prices offers a
breath of fresh air for oil exporting countries,
it contributes to reducing the trade balance
of those who import it. The latter have also
been suffering from international investors’
reduced appetite for emerging equities
and bonds since April 2018. According to
estimates by the Institute of International
Finance, net purchases of such assets by
non-residents from 25 emerging countries
fell by USD 12 billion in May, reminiscent of
the May 2013 episode following changes
to monetary policy expectations in the
United States. Monetary easing policies have
indeed supported capital flows to emerging
countries in recent years. According to the
IMF, USD 260 billion of portfolio investment
in emerging countries can be attributed
to the unconventional monetary policy
conducted by the Fed. Many emerging
countries have taken advantage of these
very favorable external financing conditions
to reduce their vulnerabilities (debt reduction
and/or accumulation of foreign exchange
reserves). But for others who have seen their
external imbalances continue to widen, the
current tightening of monetary conditions
makes them more vulnerable to a reduction
in capital inflows. For the most troubled
companies, this complicates refinancing on
the capital markets and penalizes productive
investment. Hence, businesses in Argentina
and Turkey have been hit. India’s and Sri
Lanka’s ones could follow suit in the second
half of the year: their external accounts are
penalized by robust domestic demand and a
higher energy bill. Last but not least, growing
political uncertainties will not help. n
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Julien Marcilly, Chief Economist,
Coface
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A new home for the
Secretariat!
By Paul Heaney, Associate Director, Berne Union

The Berne Union Secretariat has a new home
in London, on the first floor of the newlyrenovated ‘Thanet House’, located at the east
end of the Strand, just before the junction
with Fleet Street and directly opposite the
iconic Royal Courts of Justice.
The weekend of 7th/8th July saw several
members of the Secretariat Team doubling
as removal logistics personnel, coordinating
the transfer of 91 blue crates 1/3rd of a mile
from one end of Chancery Lane to the other,
ready for action in our new offices from
Monday 9th!
Those familiar with London will know
Fleet Street as the historic home of printing,
publishing and journalism, synonymous with
the newspaper industry and colloquially
dubbed ‘the street of ink’, since the
establishment of the first presses in the early
16th Century.
Also the heart of the legal district, the
newspaper offices jostle side-by-side with
various courts, churches, and grade II historic
inns, frequented by historic figures, such as the
essayist Samuel Johnson, as well as fictional
villains like the grim-barber Sweeney Todd!
Today, the surrounding area is a main
thoroughfare for eye-catching red doubledecker buses and black cabs ferrying
tourists, lawyers and city workers alike
through London’s unique assemblage of
historic monuments and world-class skyscraping architecture.
Only a very small distance from our old
offices at Cursitor street – which many
members, guests and collaborators will have
visited over the past 10 years – we remain
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centrally located and
easily accessible from
all of London’s train
stations, airports and
hotels. Nestled just on
the edge of The City
of London, we remain
a stone’s throw from
centre of the insurance
industry, Lloyds and
Paul Heaney
our Members and
colleagues in the finance district.
Berne Union Members will recognise
this move as the outcome of considerable
preparation and careful consideration,
which began roughly two years ago with
the launch of a study to determine the most
suitable location to home the at-the-time
newly-restructured Secretariat. Although we
previously evaluated 9 European cities for
suitability, London’s world-class connectivity,
accessibility and access to suitable
employment markets meant that it remained
the top choice for the time being.
The fully-serviced environment of our
new offices has reduced administrative
burden and given us greater flexibility on
access, space and contract terms. As time
progresses we remain agile to respond to
changes in our environment to accommodate
different requirements and respond to the
political outcomes of e.g. Brexit, once these
become apparent.
As we settle into the new offices, I would
like to take this opportunity to offer thanks
and congratulations to one colleague in
particular, who has played the largest role in

Those familiar with London will know Fleet Street as
the historic home of printing, publishing and journalism,
synonymous with the newspaper industry and colloquially
dubbed ‘the street of ink’, since the establishment of the
first presses in the early 16th Century.
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Although we previously
evaluated 9 European cities
for suitability, London’s
world-class connectivity,
accessibility and access
to suitable employment
markets meant that it
remained the top choice
for the time being.
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effecting this move and without whom we
would never have enjoyed such a smooth
transition!
Johannes Schmidt, Associate Director
and coordinator of the Investment Insurance
Committee since April 2016, has been the
able architect of what became known in the
Secretariat as “CRExit” (Cursitor Street Exit).
Somewhat fittingly, but at the same time
sadly for his current colleagues, Johannes
will only spend a week in our new home,
before he leaves the Secretariat for good,
having accepted an exciting new role with
Berne Union Member XL Catlin.
Johannes has been one of our greatest
assets over the previous two years, a skilled,
dependable, and inventive mind for all Berne
Union endeavours, and an excellent friend
for all of his colleagues. We are pleased
that he stays within the wider Berne Union
family, and wish him all the best for his new
undertaking with XL Catlin.
Of course, we won’t only share pictures
and words of our new office, but also invite

all members and collaborators to come and
visit us in due course as you visit London. We
will also host a small ‘office warming’ party
on Thursday 13th September, with invites to
be sent directly to our friends, neighbours
and colleagues.
Here’s to a happy and successful new era
for the Berne Union Secretariat! n
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